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Abstract

In this paper we investigate the multiplexing of heterogeneous applications and the pricing of transmission services on an
ATM network. Pricing is of interest for network management to promote efficient utilization of resources. A framework is
presented in which users select from a menu of services, are peak-rate policed, and are charged according to their usage and
connection time. We illustrate the considerable improvement in network utilization possible compared to a traditional
reservation-based approach. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The rapid growth of high-speed networks has led to many technological as well as social developments. The
growth is likely to result in a large infrastructure to provide broadband services and global connectivity. As the
networks supporting these services shift from the experimental phase to commercial operation, the pricing of
limited resources will become an important problem. For example, software has recently appeared to allow

w x‘‘telephone’’ conversations to take place over the Internet 6 . If the marginal price to users of sending such
traffic remains at zero – as it was under government subsidization of the Internet and as it continues for many
users – then there is a grave potential to overwhelm the Internet.

Ž .Our particular interest lies in the area of Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks B-ISDN based on
Ž .the Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM . Such networks are similar to classical circuit-switched telephone

networks in that they are organized using virtual circuits through which information flows in an orderly fashion.
Ž .However, in contrast to circuit-switched networks, the traffic streams consist of small packets cells , arriving at
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possibly time-varying rates. These cells are statistically multiplexed through links and switches sharing multiple
‘‘congestible resources’’, such as buffered links.

One traditional approach to supplying bandwidth on a network is to reserve capacity for users. If there are no
usage based charges, and ‘‘busy signals’’ are to be avoided, then the network must be sized to meet near to the
peak demand, which will typically occur during a relatively small proportion of time. For most of the rest of the
time, however, the network will be operated at far below its peak capacity, so that the utilization of the capital
investment in the network will be low.

Sizing a network to cope with peak demand is a traditional approach in several ‘‘public utility’’ industries,
w xincluding telecommunications 1,5,7 . However, the resulting low level of capacity utilization represents a waste

of resources during periods when demand is low. Deregulation of the telecommunications industry has put
particular pressure on telecommunications providers to lower their costs. We believe that improving capital
utilization is the most important step that can be taken to improve competitiveness and it is this goal we pursue
in this paper. We propose to do it through a pricing scheme for resources that allows better utilization of capital.

w xLow and Varaiya 17 propose a reservation-based approach to pricing both bandwidth and buffer in an ATM
network. A very attractive aspect of a pricing approach is that by adapting prices to variations in demand, scarce
capacity can be rationed primarily by price rather than by ‘‘busy signal’’. This means that instead of building
the network to meet the peak in the demand or using a busy signal to ration supply, demand can instead be
spread out over longer periods. Reducing the peak demand allows more customers to be served for a given
amount of bandwidth and capital expenditure. This is, of course, analogous to time-of-use pricing as currently
used in telephone long-distance charges. By making the price high at times of peak usage, the demand is spread,

w xless capacity is needed to meet the resulting peak demand, and capital utilization is higher 5 . Low and
Varaiya’s innovation is to formulate this framework for an ATM network and consider prices for bandwidth and
buffer that are regularly updated to adapt to demand changes.

In summary, Low and Varaiya’s approach can help to improve efficiency of capital utilization by shaving
peak demands and so allowing the resulting peak demand to be met with a smaller installed capacity. The net
gain in capital utilization possible from peak-shaving depends on customer flexibility, but a reasonable estimate

w xfor the gains would be of the order of 10 to 20 per cent 10 . In a competitive environment, this translates to
lower average costs to customers and ultimately more market share for the efficient provider. Against this gain
must be set the costs of measuring usage and accounting; however, we believe that even when these costs are
included, significant net reductions in average cost are possible compared to a network that must meet peak
demand at a fixed or zero demand charge.

However, there is a significant unexploited efficiency in Low and Varaiya’s approach to provision of ATM
services: reservation neglects the efficiency gains that are possible through sharing of resources. We present a
simple example calculation in Section 2. In the example we show that by taking advantage of multiplexing
while accepting a modest bit loss rate, the effective capacity of the network can be more than doubled. In other
words, taking advantage of multiplexing can more than double the capital efficiency compared to a
reservation-based approach. This increase far surpasses the improvements possible through peak-shaving that

ŽLow and Varaiya present. Of course, it is possible to take advantage of both statistical multiplexing and
.peak-shaving.

One approach to taking advantage of multiplexing is to grant access to the network on a packet-by-packet
w xlevel as suggested by Murphy et al. 20 . However, the overheads of such an approach are much greater than

required in Low and Varaiya’s scheme and would probably outweigh the gains in utilization of the network. In
general, the advantages of multiplexing come at the cost of implementing sufficiently sophisticated control
schemes to:
1. avoid congestion and busy signals, and,

Ž .2. provide an array of qualities of service QoS to integrate the needs of various sources.
If such control schemes are expensive to implement, then the overheads due to control mechanisms could
outweigh the advantages of multiplexing. In selecting an appropriate mechanism one must compromise between
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economic efficiency, practicality of implementation, and the cost of the overheads. We believe that overheads
make a per-packet approach impractical.

To avoid such large overheads, we adopt pricing of average quantities, such as average bandwidth, that are
cheap to measure. We follow Low and Varaiya’s approach, but differ from it in two ways:
1. we price only bandwidth, leaving buffer to be allocated by the network, and,
2. we avoid reservation so as to take advantage of statistical multiplexing.
We anticipate that in typical networks both bandwidth and buffer capacity will eventually become scarce. We
also believe that, generally speaking, scarcity is better rationed through prices rather than a busy signal because

w xprice-based rationing is consistent with a competitive marketplace 5,7 .
However, we also take the position that bandwidth is a natural commodity to price, while pricing buffer is

less satisfactory from a user’s point of view. Furthermore, performance is usually more sensitive to bandwidth
than to buffer so that achieving optimal allocation of bandwidth, rather than buffer, is the most important goal.
An economic interpretation of this observation is that the costs of overhead to explicitly price buffer are
probably greater than the likely gains from its optimal allocation. Moreover, in providing real-time services with
low latency, we need to minimize buffering. In this paper we will adopt Low and Varaiya’s analytical

w xframework 17 to show that it is possible to incorporate multiplexing gains if we restrict ourselves to explicitly
pricing bandwidth.

In Section 2 we adapt Low and Varaiya’s framework, illustrate the efficiency gains possible with statistical
multiplexing, and define real-time and best-effort services. In Section 3, we describe pricing structures to
achieve efficient utilization of the network capacity. We conclude in Section 4 with some suggested extensions.

2. Towards a framework

We begin in Section 2.1 by describing our model of the service provider and ‘‘real-time’’ and ‘‘best-effort’’
services. We then discuss the notion of a ‘‘user’’ who derives benefit from, and is prepared to pay accordingly
for, the use of a network. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we discuss real-time and best-effort traffic in detail. Finally,
in Section 2.4, we qualitatively describe how pricing is used to reconcile user demand for services with finite
network capacity; that is, as a mechanism for network management aiming to improve ‘‘efficiency’’.

2.1. SerÕice proÕider and serÕices

In our framework, the service provider presents users with a menu of services. They are broadly divided into
two types: real-time and best-effort. All real-time connections are guaranteed the same low-delay and relatively
small probability of loss. Best-effort users are given no guarantees for delay or loss but may be able to estimate
their average delays. We point out that other kinds of services can and should be envisaged, but the two polar
extremes we describe are useful for illustrating the salient issues. For further discussion of service classes, see

w xfor example 12,22 .
Real-time services are further divided into several types, J, where each type, jgJ, has an expected mean

and peak number of packets per time slot, m and p , respectively. The user indicates his desires and trafficj j

characteristics upon setting up a connection, through the so-called ‘‘service contract’’ between the user and
service provider, by choosing one of the types jgJ. Given the customer’s selection the network will in turn
police real-time traffic to ensure srhe does not exceed the agreed upon peak-rate. Enforcing of a peak-rate

Ž .bound can be easily done at the user network interface UNI and is an effective way to protect the network
w xfrom hostile users while allowing some flexibility in the manner in which traffic is sent 4,16 .

It is unlikely that users with policed connections will underestimate their peak-rate, as otherwise the traffic
will be delayed or dropped at the network edge, resulting in a degradation of end-to-end performance.
Moreover, a user will typically not want to overestimate the peak as this is likely to increase the price charged to
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the user. The mean rate will not be policed, but incentives for declaring it truthfully can be provided through an
w xappropriate implementation of tariffs, such as described in 16 . The menu of real-time services offered by the

service provider should be sufficiently rich to support broad classes of users such as high and low quality video
as well as audio.

2.2. Congestion control and efficiency for real-time traffic

Because resources are shared and limited, part of the role of the network manager is to avoid congestion. The
primary mechanism we propose for this is pricing; however, parts of the network will still occasionally become
congested and therefore a busy signal is still occasionally necessary. Thus, in order to avoid degradation in
performance, the network will reject connection requests when resources are over-subscribed. Following Hsu et

w xal. 12 , we specify that real-time traffic is:
1. given service priority in accessing an outgoing link with capacity C packetsrslot and
2. subject to relatively little buffering.
In order to ensure that packets are rarely lost on a link, we need to control the probability, A, that the aggregate
arrivals per slot for current real-time connections exceeds, C, the capacity of the shared link. Suppose we
parameterize the acceptable link overflow probability by eyL. Then the following operational constraint must be
satisfied:

P A)C FeyL . 1Ž . Ž .

In many applications, we might have a relatively stringent requirement, such as eyL s10y12, meaning that
losses due to overflows should occur rarely, or at least be on par with the typical packet error rates achieved by
the links. However, for particular applications, such as video, the loss constraint will depend on whether it is
high or low quality video, and the amount of effort at the decoder to perform loss concealment. The range of
acceptable cell loss rates quoted in the research community are typically from 10y3 for very low quality service
to 10y9. We shall see that for our purposes almost any relaxation from the no loss case will be useful.

The rationale for providing little or no buffering to real-time services is as follows. For bursty traffic streams,
large buffers are typically required in order to achieve good performance. However, large buffers must be
avoided for traffic with a low-latency requirement. As a first cut at this issue, we therefore eliminate buffering

w xaltogether for such users 12,14 .
w xLet n denote the number of connections of type jgJ. In 13,15 it is shown that the overflow constraintj

Ž Ž ..Eq. 1 translates to an approximately linear constraint on the admissible numbers of connections that may
concurrently use the link:

n b d Fg , 2Ž . Ž .Ý j j
jgJ

where:
Ž . Ž . w xØ b d s 1rd log E exp d A ,j j

Ø A is a random variable denoting the packetsrslot for a class j stream,j

Ø gsCyLrd-C, and
Ø d)0 is parameter resulting from the linear approximation to the feasible region.

w xThe work of 2,12 shows that, given the mean and peak of the source, it is conservative to consider onroff
Ž .traffic behavior with instantaneous rate either zero or p , in which case the functions b d are given by:j j

1 mj d p jb d sb d ,m , p s log 1q e y1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j
d pj
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Now, considering a link supporting a large number of users, in which the aggregate aÕerage bandwidth
corresponding to each class of real-time traffic jgJ is denoted by x , we can state the above operationalr j

constraint as:

b dŽ .j
x Fg . 3Ž .Ý r j mjjgJ

This constraint is conservative in several ways:
Ž Ž .. 21. The constraint Eq. 3 corresponds to a linear approximation to a non-convex admission region.

2. The region corresponds to worst case statistics, i.e., onroff for specified mean and peak. We justify this
choice by arguing that parsimony and simplicity are required in the traffic specification of real-time traffic.

3. The bound on the probability of overflow is conservative. For better approximations in more general settings,
w xsee 3,12,18 , but these can again be approximated by appropriate linear regions.

Ž .Despite the conservatism of our approximation, using Eq. 3 is far less conservative and therefore more
capital efficient than is possible with a reservation-based approach. For example, consider a Cs155 Mbps link,
carrying MPEG-2 coded video streams. Frames are generated every 40 msec, and have a peak-rate ps5.66

w xMbps and mean ms0.86 Mbps, based on empirical statistics 11 . Network buffers are assumed to be small,
say on the order of 40 msec or less, whence we focus on frame statistics, and ignore frame correlations. With
peak-rate allocation there is sufficient capacity for 27 sources, with no cell losses.

Alternatively, by allowing a very modest probability of overflow over a frame time of 10y12 and using the
Ž Ž ..constraint Eq. 2 we find that roughly 66 streams can be admitted. The ratio of 66 to 27 implies a more than

doubling of the effective capacity of the system compared to a reservation-based approach. If the overflow
constraints could be relaxed to 10y9 ,10y6 , or 10y3 then the the admissible number of connections would be 84,
90, and 139 respectively, showing that for a wide range of overflow constraints one can expect gains in effective
capacity in the range of two to four compared to peak-rate allocation. These statistical multiplexing gains
increase with the ratio of the peak to mean rates of the traffic. In our video example, the ratio of peak to mean
rate is about 5. For larger ratios, the gains are even more dramatic.

Simply put, an existing network could more than double the rate of calls it handles if, instead of using
peak-rate allocation, it uses statistical multiplexing. The role of pricing in the rest of this paper is to facilitate
statistical multiplexing to achieve these gains.

2.3. Best-effort traffic

The discussion in Section 2.2 illustrates the gains possible from multiplexing real-time traffic. In this section,
we consider the added gains due to best-effort traffic. From the network management point of view, best-effort
traffic is used to exploit idle bandwidth resulting from fluctuations in real-time traffic arrivals. Best-effort traffic
needs to be buffered so that it is ready to ‘‘fill in the gaps’’ in the aggregated real-time traffic, resulting in
further improvements in the utilization of network capacity.

We let x denote the average throughput, in packets per slot, achieved by best-effort traffic. A furtherb

operational constraint is that:

x q x FC , 4Ž .Ýb r j
jgJ

that is, the aggregate average throughput cannot exceed the link capacity.
w xIn order to aid best-effort users, the network might offer several bufferingrstorage alternatives, see 23 ,

allowing users to optimize their transmission strategies to achieve their desired throughput at minimal cost. For

2 We believe that subject to sufficiently strong conditions, a pricing mechanism can determine the best linear approximation.
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example a user that could tolerate delay might postpone transmitting his traffic until an off-peak period to
reduce the cost. 3 The benefits of such mechanisms to the network performance can be significant as the

w xdiscussion and simulation studies of 10,21 show. For simplicity here, however, we suppose that the network
allocates a fixed buffer of size B to best-effort traffic. Note that by Little’s law a pessimistic bound for theb

average delay incurred by best-effort traffic would be B rx .b b

2.4. User model

Ž .Each user or software application derives benefit from communicating across the network via one or several
channels. The question of how much benefit a communication entity derives is likely to depend on the
throughput and QoS maintained throughout the call. Indeed it may depend on the temporal behavior of the
connection, such as call blocking, burst blocking, cell loss, or the average, max, or tail delay characteristics as
well as the jitter experienced by the traffic stream. The benefit is reflected in the user’s ‘‘willingness to pay’’
for the offered network services; that is, the value, in money units, of the network services to the user. The
willingness to pay, in turn, defines a user’s demand function, which measures the amount of service demanded
versus its price.

Individual customers choose whether or not to send traffic on the basis of their individual preferences. The
higher the price, the fewer the number of customers that are prepared to pay the price, and the lower the amount
of traffic. We aggregate the demand functions of users involving the same geographical access points and
requesting the same service class from the provider’s menu. The demand of a given population of users is
represented by the aggregate aÕerage bandwidth of a given service class requested by the latter.

Following standard practice in economics, we assume that the aggregate demand is a smooth non-increasing
w xfunction of the price 24 . Note that a particular user’s demand function may not be smooth. For example, above

a certain price srhe may abandon transmitting altogether. This is, however, not inconsistent with the assumption
that aggregating such users results in a demand profile that is essentially smooth.

The aggregate demand for each type of bandwidth depends on the prices per packet posted by the network
for real-time and best-effort traffic, w , jgJ and w , respectively. The aggregate demand for best-effortr j b

Ž . Ž . Ž .bandwidth is denoted by D w in cellsrslot and similarly for real-time traffic D w , jgJ. In particular,b b r j r j

we assume that the demand functions have the following functional forms:

w x w xD w sn exp ye w , D w sn exp ye w , jgJ , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .b b b b b r r j r j r j r j

with parameters n )0, e )0, n )0 and e )0 for jgJ, that are known to the network. The parameters eb b r j r j b

and e , jgJ are called the price elasticities. These functional forms are commonly used in economic theory tor j

approximate aggregate behavior and should be interpreted as ‘‘small-signal models’’ about an operating point.
Herein we assume the price elasticities are known; however, by monitoring connection requests and usage at the

w xuser network interface, the network can infer such information, see 8 .

3. Prices for services

Prices are set by the network to adjust demand, permitting the network to induce an optimally efficient
Ž .operating regime. The goal in setting the prices is to maximize the ‘‘efficiency’’ social welfare of the

allocation of resources in the network. We therefore do not address cost recovery. 4

3 An appropriate model for such mechanisms has yet to be explored. In particular, this requires a demand function that represents the
Ž .performance delay and price tradeoffs underlying the decision to postpone transmission.

4 A standard approach to cost recovery is to include fixed charges in the tariff in addition to the prices we describe. We refer the
w xinterested reader to the public utility pricing literature for a discussion of cost recovery and associated issues 1,5,7 .
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w xMuch of our notation and method of proof is based on Low and Varaiya 17 . We relegate the proofs to the
appendix. In Section 3.1, we present the analysis. Section 3.2 describes the algorithm and various issues are
discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1. Analysis

As developed in the previous section, network operation is subject to the following constraints:

x qx FC , 6Ž .Ý r j b
jgJ

b dŽ .j
x Fg . 7Ž .Ý r j mjjgJ

Naturally, the allocated bandwidth is no greater than the demand:

x FD w , x FD w , jgJ . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .b b b r j r j r j

Allocated bandwidth can be less than demanded bandwidth if calls are rejected.
Ž .Following standard practice in economics, we define social welfare, W x , x ,w ,w , jgJ , to be the sumb r j b r j

w xof the user surplus and the payment to the network 24 . Our goal is to maximize social welfare subject to the
capacity and demand constraints:

` `° ¶
min x , D u duq min x , D u duqx w q x w :Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH Hb b r j r j b b r j r j

w wb rjjgJ jgJ~ •max . 9Ž .x G0,b b dŽ .j
x G0, x q x FC , x Fg , x FD w , x FD wŽ . Ž .r j Ý Ýb r j r j b b b r j r j r j¢ ßmjw G0, jgJ jgJb

w G0,r j

jgJ

w xFollowing Low and Varaiya 17 :

Definition 3.1. A set of non-negative services produced and non-negative prices charged,

x ) , x ) ,w) ,w) , jgJ ,Ž .b r j b r j

is called an equilibrium if:
) ) Ž Ž . Ž .. ) Ž ) . ) Ž ) .1. x and x satisfy the capacity constraints Eqs. 6 and 7 and also x sD w and x sD w atb r j b b b r j r j r j

the stated prices; that is, supply meets demand, and,
Ž Ž . Ž ..2. for any other non-negative x , x , jgJ meeting the capacity constraints Eqs. 6 and 7 , we haveb r j

x ) w) qÝ x ) w) Gx w) qÝ x w).b b j g J r j r j b b jg J r j r j

Proposition 3.1. A set of non-negative services produced and non-negative prices charged,

x ) , x ) ,w) ,w) , jgJ ,Ž .b r j b r j

is an equilibrium if and only if there exist l) + ,l) G0 such that:b r

x ) sD w) , 10Ž .Ž .b b b

x ) sD w) , jgJ , 11Ž .Ž .r j r j r j

x ) q x ) FC , 12Ž .Ýb r j
jgJ
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b dŽ .j
x Fg , 13Ž .Ý r j mjjgJ

w) sl) , 14Ž .b b

b dŽ .j
) ) )w sl ql . 15Ž .r j b r j mj

The total revenue at the equilibrium is given by x ) w) qÝ x ) w) sCl) qgl).b b j g J r j r j b r

Proof. See the appendix.

) ) ) ) ) Ž Ž . .We interpret the prices w sl and w sl ql b d rm as follows. For all classes these representb b r j b r j j

cost per transmitted cell during a given slot. In particular:
Ø a best effort user would be charged l) per transmitted packet, while,b

) Ž .Ø a real-time user of type j would, in addition, pay a premium, l b d rm , per packet, depending on hisrherr j j

service class.
In practice we expect operational constraints to be binding in which case the prices depend on the class of
service jgJ that is delivered.

We now observe that there exists an optimizer of the welfare function that is an equilibrium point:

Proposition 3.2. There exists a welfare optimizing set of non-negative services produced and non-negative
Ž ) ) ) ) .prices charged, x , x ,w ,w , jgJ , that is also a set of equilibrium services and prices.b r j b r j

Proof. See the appendix.

Proposition 3.2 means that suitable prices can induce welfare optimal behavior. For any production
Ž .x , x , jgJ the network has some leeway in the selection of the prices that will induce welfare optimalb r j

behavior. We assume, however, that it always chooses equilibrium prices such that supply equals demand; that
Ž . Ž .is, x sD w , x sD w .b b b r j r r j

3.2. Algorithm

The algorithm to achieve the welfare optimal allocation is as follows:
Ž .Users: Request connections bandwidth in response to the network’s

) ) Ž ) . Ž ) .posted prices w and w , i.e., D w and D w .b r j b b r j r j
Ž .Network &it) Call admission &rit) : Allocate bandwidth in response to requests at posted prices.
Ž . )Network &it) Billing &rit) : A best-effort user is charged a total of w =M if he sendsb

M packets. A real-time user in the j th service class is
charged a total of w) =M if he sends M packets. Alterna-r j

tively, since real-time users are assumed to have truthfully
declared their mean rates, m , a real-time user is chargedj

w) m per unit time for the duration of his call.r j j
Ž . Ž Ž ..Network &it) ManagementrPricing :&rit) Solve welfare optimization problem Eq. 9 based on recent

estimates of the demand functions and post new prices for the
next pricing interval. Select prices so that supply meets
demand.
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3.3. Discussion

Ž Ž ..The welfare optimization problem Eq. 9 is a nonlinear optimization problem that can be solved using
w xnonlinear programming software or sequential linear or quadratic programming software 19 , given values for

the parameters in the demand models and other design parameters. It is important to realize that an approximate
Ž .solution to Eq. 9 based on imperfect models of demand behavior will usually be adequate for setting prices.

This is because, as evidenced by the example in Section 2.2, the improvements in capital utilization by using
statistical multiplexing can be huge. In other words, the prices do not have to be exactly optimal, nor does the
allocation of resources have to be exactly optimal, for there to be large improvements in capital utilization
compared to peak-rate allocation. Improvements by a factor of two in capital utilization are possible with even
rough approximations to the optimal prices.

The prices that are set for each pricing interval are based on demand response for the previous pricing
interval. That is, they will be calculated based on slightly out-of-date information. However, as we have
indicated, inaccuracies in the prices are easily tolerated, so that this does not pose a major problem so long as
prices are updated occasionally.

4. Extensions and outlook

w xSeveral issues remain, some of which are addressed in an extended version of this paper 8 . First, demand
functions are typically not known explicitly, hence mechanisms for estimating these characteristics based on
user participation need to be developed. This means that requests for service will very occasionally be met with
a busy signal because the anticipated average demand was smaller than the actual demand at a particular time.
Second, the results need to be extended to the network setting. If we make the conservative assumption of nodal

w xdecomposition – roughly speaking that the resources are decoupled 9 – then we believe that a similar cost
w xstructure can be applied to multi-link networks 8 . Resolution of this issue and several implementation issues

concerning measurement, accounting, and billing need to be addressed.
In our view there are several approaches to network control each suggesting different pricing mechanisms.

The first option is to attempt to provide QoS through best-effort management schemes via preferential
scheduling; in this case an auction in which priority is directly related to value makes sense; however, there are
significant communication overheads in this approach. The second is to attempt to make reservations of
bandwidth and buffer for particular users; here a pricing scheme renting bandwidth and buffer independently as
suggested by Low and Varaiya might work; however, the potential gains from statistical multiplexing are
eliminated.

A third option is to allow statistical multiplexing of resources while at the same time placing the burden of
guaranteeing QoS on the network. In this case, we believe the pricing approach we have developed leads in the
right direction. Our framework is based on a simple traffic descriptor: a policed peak-rate and a mean rate. In
practice, users would select from a menu of services, which would require updating to match changing
technologies such as compression. In our scheme, bandwidth and buffer are implicitly bundled together to
deliver various levels of QoS. Based on user demands and usage, the network computes prices for the offered
services that will induce efficient utilization of network resources. The increases in capital utilization are
dramatic. The price structure developed is simple and intuitive: a price for average bandwidth plus a premium
for the selected real-time services.
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Appendix A. Proofs of propositions

A.1. Proposition 3.1

Ž ) ) ) ) . Ž . Ž .First suppose that x , x ,w ,w , jgJ is an equilibrium. Then, Eqs. 10 – 13 are satisfied. Furthermore,b r j b r j

x ) and x ) , jgJ solve the linear program:b r j

b dŽ .j
) )max x w q x w : x q x FC , x Fg . A.1Ž .Ý Ý Ýx G 0, x G 0, j g J b b r j r j b r j r jb r j ½ 5mjjgJ jgJ jgJ

This linear program has dual:

b dŽ .j
) )min Cl qgl :l Gw ,l ql Gw , jgJ . A.2Ž .l G 0,l G 0 b r b b b r r jb r ½ 5mj

Since the primal feasible region is bounded, it has a finite optimal solution, and so the dual attains the same
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) Ž .value and the total revenue is x w qÝ x w sCl qgl , where l and l solve Eq. A.2 . Noteb b j g J r j r j b r b r

that w) Gw) ,; jgJ, for else the second part of Definition 3.1 of equilibrium is violated by reducing x ) andr j b r j
) Ž Ž .increasing x by equal amounts. Such a change keeps the left hand side of Eq. 6 constant, reduces the leftb

Ž . ) ) .hand side of Eq. 7 , and increases the objective if w -w . Explicitly solving the dual program, noting thatr j b
b d b dŽ . Ž .j j

) ) ) ) ) Ž . Ž .G1 and C)g , we find that w sl ,w sl ql so that Eqs. 14 and 15 are satisfied.b b r j b rm mj j

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ) )Conversely, suppose that Eqs. 10 – 15 are satisfied. By Eqs. 10 and 11 , x and x , jgJ satisfy theb r j
Ž . Ž . Ž .first part of Definition 3.1. By Eqs. 12 – 15 , they also satisfy the optimality conditions of Eqs. A.1 and

Ž .A.2 , which in turn means that the second part of Definition 3.1 is satisfied. I

A.2. Proposition 3.2

Ž Ž ..Consider the objective of the welfare optimization problem Eq. 9 :
` `

min x , D u duq min x , D u du qx w q x wŽ . Ž .Ý ÝH Hb b r j r j j j b b r j r j
w wb rjjgJ jgJ

` `

F D u duq D u du qD w w q D w w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH Hb r j j j b b b r j r j r j
w wb rjjgJ jgJ

1 1
w x w xsn exp ye w qw q n exp ye w qw , A.3Ž .Ýb b b b r j r j r j r jž / ž /e eb r jjgJ

Ž .which is strictly decreasing in w and w , jgJ. Moreover, there are feasible solutions to Eq. 9 . Hence, Eq.b r j
Ž .9 has a well defined and finite optimum, which can be found using nonlinear programming. So, let
Ž ) ) .x , x ,w ,w , jgJ be a welfare optimizing set of services and prices. By the definition of welfare, they mustˆ ˆb r j b r j

) Ž . ) Ž .be non-negative services and prices. Suppose that x -D w or x -D w so that supply does not meetˆ ˆb b b r j r j r j
Ž .demand. We claim that we can construct a non-negative set of services and prices that satisfy Eq. 8 with

equality and which produce the same welfare: increase the prices until the constraints are met with equality. Let
) ) Ž .the new prices be w and w . The objective of Eq. 9 stays constant, and no other constraints are violated.b r j

Ž ) ) .Since the services and prices x , x ,w ,w , jgJ maximize welfare, then these new services and pricesˆ ˆb r j b r j
Ž ) ) ) ) .x , x ,w ,w , jgJ also maximize welfare.b r j b r j

Now fix the prices at w) and w) jgJ and consider varying the services. Note that revenue increases withb r j

increasing x and x and that x ) and x ) are the maximum feasible values of x and x at the given prices.b r j b r j b r j
Ž ) ) ) ) .Hence, by definition, x , x ,w ,w , jgJ are an equilibrium set of services and prices. Ib r j b r j
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